Abstract: This paper presents an analytical model for lifetime of hierarchical wireless ad hoc and sensor networks based on energy by considering the relationship between individual nodes, cluster of nodes and the whole network. The model uses a set of hardware parameters such as data-rate, minimum required transmit power, etc. to compute a node's average lifetime in these networks. Through comparison of the lifetime model of hierarchical and flat topologies for ad hoc and sensor networks we shown how these models can be applied to drive architectural decisions, compute energy budgets, etc. This allows designers of ad hoc and sensor networks to focus on factors that have the greatest potential impact on network lifetime.
Introduction
Wireless ad hoc networks [1, 2] are the ultimate fontier in wireless communication. This technology allows network nodes to communicate directly to each other using wireless transceivers without the need for a fixed infrastructure. This is a very distinguishing feature of ad hoc networks with respect to more traditional wireless, such as cellular networks and wireless LANs, in which nodes communicate with each other through base station.
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [3] are a particular type of ad hoc network, in which the nodes are small sensors with limited hardware capabilities. They communicate wirelessly with each other. Because all nodes are placed in a random matter, they are capable of communicating with each other within a certain communication radius.
The lifetime of a wireless sensor network as well as an ad hoc network is defined as the time after which the first node (link) disconnects [4, 5] . This definition is especially useful for determining the lifetime of these networks functioning in real-time applications. It is also referred to as the worst-case lifetime model. In this paper, following [4, 5] , we consider the time to the first node failure as the network lifetime.
The lifetime model of sensor networks and ad hoc networks was developed in study by Bhardwaj [6] , and in a number of papers [4, 7, 8, 9, 10] . The upper limit of network lifetime when the data source and data rate are known was derived by Bhardwaj [6] . A distributed procedure to find such capacity achieving routes was proposed in [4] . In other papers [7, 8] energy aware routing schemes were considered. Recently, minimizing the transmission cost [9] and the placement of nodes for energy efficiency [10] have been studied. However, none of the above given models provide an analysis of lifetime in hierarchical sensor networks achieved by clustering.
The main goal of this paper is to introduce a new framework for modeling the lifetime of WSNs and ad hoc networks. The first goal of this paper is to build a lifetime model of a single sensor node (SN), a single clusterhead, a cluster, and a whole WSN. The second goal of this paper is to answer the following question: is the lifetime of a WSN better for a flat WSN or two-tier hierarchy in WSN? And also, how are the lifetimes of a sensor node and a cluster in a WSN as a function of connectivity?
In the next section we discuss the lifetime of an SN. In Section 3, we introduce a framework for achieving a lifetime of sensors clusters, clusterhead sensors and a whole WSN. We give some illustrations of our methodology in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.
The Lifetime of a Sensor Node
In this section, we provide a definition of the lifetime of a sensor node (SN) in WSNs. Since sensor networks are a subclass of wireless ad hoc networks, this lifetime model applies in this type of networks also.
We have made some assumptions in our framework:
1) All the technical parameters (such as initial energy power stored in the battery, the radio transmitting range, RAM memory, etc.) are the same for all nodes in WSN,
2) The radio transmitting range of SNs is limited to their neighbors, 3) All SNs have a fixed location in the sensor field. The sink is immovable, 4) SNs can be located by physical devices or topology discovery algorithms, 5) Communications between sensors run in a two-way direction within a communication range due to limited energy power.
We assume that each node in the WSN has finite energy E init bat . The battery energy is consumed in receiving and sending messages. When the battery energy is less or equal to E * bat , the node can be considered as "dead". Thus, based on the above given assumptions, it is possible to determine the lifetime of a single node, namely.
Definition 1
The lifetime of a continuously active SN is equal to
where P 1 is the transmit power, E bat is the current energy power stored in the battery. For a given spatial energy density in the network ρ S , and P 1 we can give the maximum acceptable data-rate, R max b , namely
where ρ min energy is the minimum spatial energy density required for full connectivity. Thus, the minimum required transmit power for full connectivity at a given data-rate R b can be written as
The above relationship indicates that for a fixed number of nodes, if the nodes are damaged during the elapsed time, the minimum transmitting power must increase proportionally to preserve full connectivity in the network. This relationship also implies that when the node spatial density decreases and the minimum required transmit power P t is constant, then the data-rate R b must to be reduced.
Additionally, if R b and P 1 are fixed, the critical minimum node spatial density for full connectivity in WSN can be written as
Now, we can provide a better definition of the lifetime of a SN in a WSN.
Definition 2
When the data-rate R b and spatial energy density ρ S in the WSN are fixed, the lifetime of a node in the WSN can be formulated as
where E init bat is the initial energy power stored in the battery, e cons is the rate of energy consumed by a sensor, and t is the elapsed time.
Note that a reduction in the data-rate will increase the lifetime of a continuously active sensor and thus the lifetime of a whole WSN.
After transforming the last equation, we can obtain the relationship for the normalized lifetime of SN, NLS. The normalized lifetime of an SN is defined as the normalized remaining energy of the sensor at the moment t, namely
where e cons rel is the relative energy consumption of a sensor node and is equal to the ratio
. Thus shows the relative speed of the energy consumed by a SN.
To calculate the energy consumption of each message transmission, we borrow the energy model used in [11] . The energy consumed when the sensor receives a message of size k is given by
where elec is the energy consumed per one received bit. The energy consumed on sending a message of size k is given by
where elec is the consumed energy per one sent bit, amp is the consumed energy by an amplifier, r is the radio transmitting range of a single SN.
In this way, we obtain two amounts of energy consumed in one query message at the moment t, namely (11) where (t) r is the energy consumed in receiving, and
q is the energy consumed in sending. When we assume that all query messages are the same, (t) q and (t) r can be reduced to q ( r ).
According to the results given in a paper by Chen [?], the energy consumption ratio when a SN is in idle mode, receiving mode and sending mode is: 1 : 1.2 : 1.68. Therefore, the sending mode is the most exhaustive in terms of power consumption.
We can also determine the lifetime of a continuously active SN in more simpler form. We assume that for a given data-rate R b the time taken to transmit one packet (message) is L/R b , where L is the mean packet length. The total amount of energy consumed per transmitted packet (message) can be given by
Let the transmission of a packet with an average rate be λ p and the average energy consumed per second λ p · E packet . Thus, the total time required to completely exhaust the initial battery energy and thereby the lifetime of a SN is given by
We now point out that the above results are obtained by using a uniform traffic assumption (i.e. all nodes generate the same amount of traffic load) and all nodes consume the same energy per packet whether an SN is receiving or sending packets.
Determining the lifetime of clusterhead, cluster and fully hierarchically organized WSN and ad hoc networks
In this section, we will determine the lifetime of hierarchical organized WSNs and ad hoc networks.
WSN and ad hoc networks are often divided into groups defined as clusters. This concept was introduced by Baker et al. [13] . Such an approach allows us to manage a cluster and relay the collected data. In a paper by Ramamoorthy et al. [14] an expanding ring approach was used in which the cluster depth is progressively relaxed until the desired cluster size is exceeded. A hierarchy of networks is achieved by clustering technique. The first level of this hierarchy consists of SNs which "control" other SNs. They are often referred to as clusterheads. These nodes are natural places to aggregate and compress traffic data from many sensors. The communication between the clusterheads is dominating and is treated as backbone transmission. This communication is suitable for data transmission to the sink of a WSN.
In hierarchical WSNa and ad hoc networks all SNs are assigned to one of the clusters. There can be two ways of building clusters in a WSN. In the first option each cluster must be at most two hops away from any other node. In the second, one-hop clusters are considered. Since the battery of clusterheads will tend to be exhausted more quickly, it is desirable that all SNs in a cluster have equal battery capacities at any point. Therefore, the clustering algorithm should be able to rotate the clusterheads. If there is a lack of rotating clusterheads, we propose here the following definition.
Definition 3
The lifetime of a clusterhead in the hierarchical ad hoc/WSN in case of lack of rotating clusterheads is given by
where r is the coverage radius of a clusterhead, n s is the number of cluster members, α is the path-loss coefficient, and c 1 and c 2 are constants. It can be seen that the maximization the hierarchical network lifetime involves maximizing the lifetime of all clusterheads or maximizing the minimum lifetime over all clusterheads.
Now we can formulate determine the lifetime of a cluster in hierachical WSN/ad hoc networks, namely
Definition 4
The lifetime of a cluster in an hierarchical ad hoc network/WSN can be written as
where N c is the total number of SNs at the moment when the network starts and w (1) i is the weight of each node stated as follows
where d i is the distance from the i-th node to the clusterhead of a cluster.
Naturally, for both of the above given lifetimes we can form the normalized lifetimes of a clusterhead and a cluster.
Before we formulate the lifetime definition an entire hierarchical ad hoc and WSN network, we recall that there is is some difference between both of them. An ad hoc network is built to transport a data. On the other hand, a WSN is not designed to transport data, but rather to observe a region. Therefore, the WSN should be able to fulfill its duty for as long as possible.
There are a number of possible various definitions of an WSN lifetime.
1) The time until the first node fails, which is used in Real-Time WSNs,
2) The time until 50% of the nodes run out of energy and become inactive. Any other fixed percentile is applicable as well,
3) The time until there is a spot in an WSN that is not covered by the network,
4) The time until a network position (when there are two nodes in that a WSN can no longer communicate with each other) [15] .
The need to maximize the lifetime of a WSN improves network performance. It means, that each of the given lifetime definitions requires different solutions. Nevertheless, we propose here two suitable definitions of flat and hierachical WSN and ad hoc network lifetimes.
For a flat WSN and ad hoc network (i.e. networks without a two-or multi-level hierarchy), we can give the following definition.
Definition 5
The lifetime of a flat ad hoc/WSN network is given by
where N is the total number of SNs in a WSN at the moment t = 0 and w
is the weight of each node, namely
where d i is the distance from the i-th node to the sink of the network.
The above definitions not consider a start up of a spot of nodes without transmitting range, as well as a possible a lack between two neighboring nodes.
For the two-(or multi) level network hierarchy, we can formulate the following definition.
Definition 6
The lifetime of a two-layer hierarchical WSN/ad hoc network is given
where K is the total number of clusterhead nodes, w
k is the weight of each clusterhead node given as as follows
where d k is the distance from clusterhead k to the sink of a WSN.
Numerical Experiments
In this section, we give some numerical results of lifetime modelling in hierarchical ad hoc and sensor networks.
We assumed that in our model of ad hoc and WSN the node spatial density of a network can change over time. Among other things, SNs are lost, when the batteries are exhausted. A WSN changes its node spatial density. We define the initial density of SNs when the network starts as N 0 . Keeping the sensor field constant, the node spatial density is decreased if the number of SNs becomes lower than N 0 . The change in the number of SNs is defined as ∆N = N 0 − N f , where N f is the the final number of SNs. By using the Eq. (13) we obtained the lifetime of an SN as a function of transmit power P 1 for a given ∆N = 100, 200 (see Fig. 1 ). It is evident that the node lifetime decreases as the transmit power increases to support communication in a sparser network.
Considering the lifetime of a clusterhead as a function of the transmit power, the behavior of the lifetime of a clusterhead is plotted in Fig. 2 . It can be observed that the lifetime of a clusterhead is less than the lifetime of an ordinary sensor.
The same effect is observed for the lifetime of a hierarchical ad hoc or WSN network (see Fig. 3 ). This suggests that a long of lifetime is possible when the level of connectivity is small. Thus, the spatial density is low. 
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a lifetime model for hierarchical sensor and ad hoc networks. This model can be a very powerful analytic tool in WSN design as it can be used to derive many performance parameters of interest. Among other things, it helps showing which organization of an WSN or ad hoc network is better: a flat structure or two-level (multi-level) hierarchy? In general, complete lifetime modeling framework provides an analytic tool for assessing energy consumption in these networks.
Our future work involves using this model as an analysis tool for some routing algorithms in WSNs, as well as damages and mobility in these wireless networks.
